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Light - Science and Magic: An Introduction to Photographic Lighting PDF Book
This first edition from doesn't cover more recent developments such as digital cameras Paul Fuqua. This book distills everything you need to know
about photographic lighting into just over pages. Light Science and Magic provides photographers with a comprehensive theory of the nature and
principles of light to allow individual photographers to use lighting to express their own creativity. This new edition includes: All new chapter titled
"Setting Up Your New Studio" A re-vamped and expanded chapter 8 now titled "Making Portraits" New appendix of reliable photo gear sources



Over new photographs and informational sidebars Updated information about advances in flash equipment, LED panels and fluorescent lights
Styles of lighting continue to change, but the nature of light will always remain the same. Chapter 8 An Arsenal of Lights. Jun 23, Satya rated it it
was amazing. Rather, Light: Science and Magic provides you with a comprehensive theory of the nature and principles of light to allow you to use
lighting to express your own creativity. Feb 04, Michael rated it it was amazing. Of cou I think this is a must have as well. It reads like a college
textbook, and I believe it is used for this purpose. Even with the most high-tech gear, photographers still need to put a lot of thought and vision into
lighting their photographs in order to get great results. By far the most useful book on understanding light. Steven Biver ,. Very good book for
photographic lighting. Light Science and Magic provides you with a comprehensive theory of the nature and principles of light, with examples and
instructions for practical application. Look no further. Do you need to understand light? View 1 comment. He has taught photography at the
university level and has served as technical consultant on a number of photographic publications. Mar 21, Tomislav Kolar rated it it was amazing.
Numerous photographs and illustrations provide clear examples of the theories delineated within the text, while sidebars highlight special lighting
questions. Featured channels. Uh-oh, it looks like your Internet Explorer is out of date. Many lighting books are "light" on theory sorry, couldn't
resist I'm drawn towards instructional books like these, which seek to explore topics by starting from the fundamentals and building upon them. A
lot that I will never use, but it's interesting nonetheless. This key skill has the power to dramatically and quickly improve photographs. Published
March 21st by Focal Press first published February 26th I'm not sure what this says about my photography potential. Read more Playing next
Photography is the art of capturing light, so a book on how to apply light is vital to a working knowledge of photography. Of course it is easier if
you have money to spare on lighting equipment. Related Articles. Average rating 4. Photographers need light, and this book is a sort of Bible to
master the light. Art and Photography. Goodreads helps you keep track of books you want to read. Chapter 6 Metal. There were quite a few
annoying editorial errors references to wrong figures, etc. About Fil Hunter. The reason I don't give it five stars is that well over half the time a
diagram is a page turn away from the reference to it in the text. PS: Sorry, it seems like an advertising slogan: I swear it's not. To Do or Not to
Do? The magic will happen.
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About the Author Fil Hunter is a highly respected commercial photographer specializing in still life and special effects photographs for advertising
and editorial illustration. This is the best book I've ever read on photographic lighting. Chapter 7 The Case of the Disappearing Glass. This book
offers detailed coverage of color, colorants, the coloring of materials, and reproducing the color …. Playing next These principles will not change
until fundamental physics does. This new edition includes: All new chapter titled "Setting Up Your New Studio" A re-vamped and expanded
chapter 8 now titled "Making Portraits" New appendix of reliable photo gear sources Over new photographs and informational sidebars Updated
information about advances in flash equipment, LED panels and fluorescent lights Styles of lighting continue to change, but the nature of light will
always remain the same. To ask other readers questions about Light , please sign up. Start your free trial. Rather then give recipes for various
shoots, it attempts to teach you the underlying mechanisms of lighting so you can build your own setups. This is not primarily a how-to book with
only set examples for you to copy. It is a practical course in light and shadow that I think still holds relevance for today's digital age. Learn how to
enable JavaScript on your browser. Readers also enjoyed. Rating details. Great information! Book description Photographic lighting is a topic that
will never go out of style, no matter how sophisticated cameras and other technology get. Other Editions It demonstrates how to light a series of
different objects including glass and metal. I'm drawn towards instructional books like these, which seek to explore topics by starting from the
fundamentals and building upon them. Through clear diagrams and text, I found myself enjoying the discussion of different surfaces and how they
reflect light, how small and large lights create different kinds of shadows, on to how to make perfect copies u This book distills everything you need
to know about photographic lighting into just over pages. The fifth edition was published in and is on my to-read list already. Javascript is not
enabled in your browser. The Raw Material of Photography. Keep it old school or broke school If you are serious about your photography, get
this book, read, it study, and study it constantly. Right Side? Welcome back. Fantastic treatment of how to get the perfect lighting for your shot.
Sep 22, Courtney rated it really liked it. Through clear diagrams and text, I found myself enjoying the discussion of different surfaces and how they
reflect light, how small and large lights create different kinds of shadows, on to how to make perfect copies using some basic principles. Apr 30,
Elly Anne rated it it was amazing. This is more for Photographers than anything. Paul Fuqua. This is the literal bible for anything lighting related.
Mar 10, Gerry Pelser rated it it was amazing. Enlarge cover. Featured channels. Jan 28, Aaron rated it it was amazing. For more than a decade,
Neil deGrasse Tyson, the world-renowned astrophysicist and host of the popular radio and Emmy-nominated Chapter 5 Revealing Shape and
Contour. Photographers need light, and this book is a sort of Bible to master the light. I havn't found any other book that covers good light in such
a depth as this book. Numerous photographs and illustrations provide clear examples of the theories delineated within the text, while sidebars
highlight special lighting questions. Enabling JavaScript in your browser will allow you to experience all the features of our site. Starts from first
principles diffusion, direct reflection, polarized reflection and goes through sample setups for different subjects metal, glass, white on white, Nov
13, Travis rated it it was amazing. Best choose for anyone interested in photography.
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Perfect book to learn about lighting in photography. Great information! He has taught photography at the university level and has served as
technical consultant on a number of photographic publications. This is for people who want to play with lighting, at least in part, for they joy of
itself. Jan 28, Aaron rated it it was amazing. The sidebars highlight special lighting questions. An amazing and some would say magical resource on
photographic lighting that has been talked about in the community and recommended for years. Photography is the art of capturing light, so a book
on how to apply light is vital to a working knowledge of photography. Sep 22, Courtney rated it really liked it. It reads like a college textbook, and
I believe it is used for this purpose. Numerous photographs and illustrations provide clear examples of the theories, while sidebars highlight special
lighting questions. Chapter 1 How to Learn Lighting. This is better than all the other how to books on the market which just provide set examples
for photographers to follow. A lot that I will never use, but it's interesting nonetheless. Sep 11, Kimberly rated it it was amazing. Art and
Photography. Table of contents Product information. However if what one wants is a quick set of patterns they can use and get on to other things,
this really is not the book for them. This new edition includes:All new chapter titled "Setting Up Your New Studio"A re-vamped and expanded
chapter 8 now titled "Making Portraits"New appendix of reliable photo gear sourcesOver new photographs and informational sidebarsUpdated
information about advances in flash equipment, LED panels and fluorescent lightsStyles of lighting continue to change, but the nature of light will



always remain the same. When looking for books on photographic techniques I ran into a bit of a problem.. It introduces a logical theory of
photographic lighting so if you are starting out in photography you will learn how to predict results before setting up lights. Temporarily Out of
Stock Online Please check back later for updated availability. Once photographers understand the basic physics of lighting, they can apply that
knowledge to a broad range of photographic styles. Feb 21, Jonelle rated it it was amazing Shelves: read-in Just a moment while we sign you in to
your Goodreads account. Related Articles. More to the point it has inspired me to learn more, practice more and understand the more I know the
more I need to learn. He lives in Alexandria, VA. Great primer on the subtle techniques and theory for controlling lighting to get better
photographs.
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He lives in Alexandria, VA. It is one thing to look at recipes videos, and quite another to get the required knowledge to light your subject, which
will always be different. I need to purchase this one too. Excellent book on light and how it works. More Details Uh-oh, it looks like your Internet
Explorer is out of date. The reason I don't give it five stars is that well over half the time a diagram is a page turn away from the reference to it in
the text. Even with the most high-tech gear, photographers still need to put a lot of thought and vision into lighting their photographs in order to get
great results. The greatest book on light and photography I've ever seen. It helped me to "see light" in photos. It has more pages of detail plus an
extra co-author! More filters. For a better shopping experience, please upgrade now. Feb 04, Michael rated it it was amazing. Published March
21st by Focal Press first published February 26th A joy to read with plenty of simple diagrams. If you use studio lights then this book is a must for
your bookshelves. Photography is the art of capturing light, so a book on how to apply light is vital to a working knowledge of photography. If you
u Best book on lighting I've seen. Overall an excellent book, accessible for its teaching of fundamentals that every photographer should know,
while providing a path to more advanced learning. Paul Fuqua. Showing Literally a revelation. Photographic lighting is a topic that will never go out
of style, no matter how sophisticated cameras and other technology get. This is not the kind of set down and read from front to end text book
which is good. Temporarily Out of Stock Online Please check back later for updated availability. Preview — Light by Fil Hunter. The actual
content of the book is exceptionally well presented, detailed, and easily understood even by someone with virtually no knowledge of the terms
conventionally used in photography. His photography takes him all over the world, but he makes his home in Arlington, VA. PS: Sorry, it seems
like an advertising slogan: I swear it's not. Achieving accurate skin tones is one of the most challenging tasks in digital photography. Best choose for
anyone interested in photography. The book by itself covers the topic in a systematic way. Through repetition of key principles, and the gradual
layering of more details into the example scenes at a pace that we can all cope with, it is easy to follow and full of tricks. Welcome back. An
excellent guide for anyone interested in controlled light photography and very handy for anyone who's interested in photography in general. But I
think I will stick to old fashion light bulbs and foil! Rather then give recipes for various shoots, it attempts to teach you the underlying mechanisms
of lighting so you can build your own setups. Jun 28, Jedrek Kostecki rated it it was amazing Recommends it for: photographers. Jan 10, Billrogers
rated it it was amazing Recommends it for: all serious photographers. Book description Photographic lighting is a topic that will never go out of
style, no matter how sophisticated cameras and other technology get. This one provides terrific insight into how photographic lighting works,
including ample example pictures and diagrams of how lighting setups affect the picture. For more than a decade, Neil deGrasse Tyson, the world-
renowned astrophysicist and host of the popular radio and Emmy-nominated Thanks for telling us about the problem. Sep 11, Kimberly rated it it
was amazing. Even with the most high-tech gear, photographers still need to put a lot of thought and vision into lighting their photographs in order
to get great results.
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